
WORSKHOP on Communications and Social Media  

GA/Saturday 15 June 2013 

Summary: Few people attended the workshop. Presentation by EAPN Macedonia showed 

the network is dynamic, has managed to get huge media coverage and volunteers, big 

advantage for this young network. This was done without any budget, through Facebook. 

It created a momentum, managing to get general public’s interest and trust that hopefully 

will be seized to tackle the advocacy side, and challenge the charity aspect of the project 

(collecting toys for poor children) by challenging aso structural causes of poverty.  

Nellie gave a presentation of EAPN’s work on social media, giving us also an overview of 

EAPN’s work on the communications strategy.  

 

1. Tour de table – Getting people on board 

Ivana Stojanovska and Aleksandra Kocevska from MAPP (EAPN Macedonia); Jiri Sironen 

(EAPN Finland); Ian Johnston (IFSW), Saviour Grima (EAPN Malta); Johanna Engen 

(Norway); (name?) (EAPN Serbia); Stanislav Mrozek (EAPN CZ Republic), Kart Mere (EAPN 

Estonia and Bureau member); Leticia Gomez and Nellie Epinat from EAPN Secretariat, 

communications team.  

A few questions were first asked to all participants:  

Could we ask you to raise your hands on the following questions:  

1) Reaching the media 

How many of you do not get media coverage?  

How many do get media coverage but strive getting media coverage?  

How many find they get good or quite good media coverage?  

2) Working with social media 

a. How many have a webpage?  

b. How many of you do not use social media at all (Facebook, Twitter, …)? 

c. How many use them but have doubts on how to use them in the context of work?  

i. Which ones do you use? (each person who has answered yes to that question 

should tell which ones they use) 

ii. Who in his/her work finds social media useful? (which ones do you use?) 

iii.  Who finds them unavoidable? 

Media coverage:  

 Malta: get coverage every week 

 Norway: many media call EAPN Norway to get information.  

 Others get good media coverage.  

 Finland: not much coverage, not very active towards media 

Social media:  

All use social media - IFSW and Finland use it less or very little 



 EAPN Malta: website, FB, Twitter, Whatsapp 

 EAPN Macedonia: website, FB (+ FB events), Twitter, blog 

 Norway: website, FB (+ FB events) 

 IFSW: website, Facebook and blog  

 Finland: new website + FB (starting) 

 Estonia: website (for free) 

 Serbia: Website, Facebook, Youtube 

 Czech, website, quite good media coverage thanks to old cars’ project that got big 

media impact (ww.renewal.cz)  

Note: Serbia and Finland representatives didn’t know about the members’ room.  

2. Nellie introduced the worshop 

 EAPN adopted its first communications strategy last year – online on the 

communications page of the members room 

 Strategy important so that we share a common view on what we communicate, 

how we communicate, and to whom and are then able to work together, on a 

joint campaign. Together we’re stronger, and we work better.  

 This workshop aimed at discussing and exchanging  on two particular 

aspects:  

o Whether and how they reach the media 

o Whether they use social media, which tools, the added value of 

working with social media, the strengths but also the difficulties 

they encounter in working with social media 

 We had two presentations for this workshop:  

o The Macedonian network, their campaigning work and use of 

social media  

 Nellie, presentation of EAPN’s work on social media, giving us also an 

overview of EAPN’s work on the communications strategy 

3. Giving the Floor to the Macedonian Anti-Poverty Platform (MAPP) 

See their presentation here 

Questions and reactions 

4. Presentation of EAPN’s work and social media  

See presentation here 

5. Discussion around reaching the media and working with social media 

http://www.eapn.eu/images/stories/docs/EAPN-MEMBERS-publications/2013-EAPN-Macedonia-MAPP-presentation-June-2013.pdf
http://www.eapn.eu/images/stories/docs/communication-tools/2013-EAPN-and-social-media-GA-2013.pdf

